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The newly updated Content-Based Curriculum for High-Ability Learners provides a solid introduction
to curriculum development in gifted and talented education. Written by experts in the field of gifted
education, this text uses cutting-edge design techniques and aligns the core content with national
and state standards. In addition to a revision of the original chapters, the second edition contains
new chapters on topics such as teaching research skills to gifted students, second language
learning, leadership, arts curriculum, and technology.The text is divided into three sections. The first
section identifies the basic principles of curriculum development: accelerated learning within the
core content areas, use of higher order process skills, development of creative student products,
and concept development and learning. The second section incorporates these techniques into a
chapter on each core content area: language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies. The
third section focuses on the roles of teachers, program coordinators, and administrators during
curriculum design: selecting resources and materials, making appropriate instructional choices, and
assessing student learning.
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Content-Based Curriculum for High Ability Learners by Joyce VanTassel-Baska and Catherine A.
Little. Prufrock Press: Waco, TX 1-800-240-0333Written by recognized gifted curriculum leader
VanTassel-Baska and her associates at the Center for Gifted Education at the College of William
and Mary, this service publication of the National Association for Gifted Children illustrates

award-winning curriculum units in language arts, social studies and science. It begins with a
presentation of the Integrated Curriculum Model, which consists of an advanced content dimension,
a process/product dimension, and an issues/themes dimension. Subsequent chapters cover
acceleration, incorporating higher order process skills into content, concept development, and
developing creative student products. The second section contains chapters on curricula for high
ability learners in language arts, science, mathematics and social studies. Each chapter shows how
the integrated curriculum model relates to curricular standards advanced by national organizations
such as the National Science Education Standards developed by the National Research Council.
The emphasis is on adaptation of existing curricula, with examples drawn from the William and Mary
curriculum units. The book?s final chapters feature criteria to select appropriate content, resources
and instructional strategies. A chapter on assessment deals with test reliability, validity, and
authentic assessment concerns. A final chapter assists educators with aligning curricula with state
standards. Because the book is very readable, it is particularly useful for educators relatively new to
the field while also appropriate for experienced educators. While it does not recommend resources
for curriculum decisions, the book provides solid guidelines for educators attempting to differentiate
curricula for gifted learners within a diverse body of learners or within a special homogeneous
classroom of gifted students.

The second edition of Content-Based Curriculum for High-Ability Learners provides a fine
introduction to curriculum development in gifted and talented education, and comes from a range of
experts who use the latest curriculum design techniques to discuss content and government
standards. The basics of curriculum development, from accelerated learning in content areas to
concept development, are covered in a fine set of techniques organized into chapters covering how
to adapt curricula to student needs. From concept-oriented ideas to professional development to
support curriculum changes, this should be a key acquisition for any education collection focusing
on gifted learning opportunities and strategies!

wonderful ideas in this book and very user friendly for finding content.

Great book! Very helpful for the class I'm taking.

Text not particularly enlightening, a lot of markings in the book although it was a used copy so this is
ok, just more than I have seen previously when purchasing used copy
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